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Your child will learn these skills and techniques during Young Rembrandts’ classes.  Each week your child 
draws new images, learns new vocabulary and has fun discovering art and the Power of Drawing! 

Young Rembrandts    1042 Maple Ave Suite 343  Lisle  IL  60532                phone 630-493-4263 

Young Rembrandts Lesson Summary   

REGISTRATION is available for the FALL session!                          

The new session of Drawing Classes will begin soon after School starts!                         

            We enjoy working with your child and look forward to seeing them in the classes.            

ENROLL ONLINE at our web address for the next session of  Young Rembrandts.   
www.youngrembrandts.com/dupage  or    www.youngrembrandts.com/foxvalley  

All new lessons every class - here are some samples of what’s coming up in the weeks ahead! 

TAFFY APPLES 
This delicious treat is the subject of 

our lesson. Large apples covered with 
taffy and candy toppings. Drawing 
apples is great practice for circle 
shapes.  Vibrant colors frame our 

composition. 

COW EXPRESSIONS 
Personification transforms these 
ordinary farm animals into fully 

realized cartoon characters. 
Exaggerated facial features, like their 
large eyes and pointed horns, result 

in expressive personalities. 

BASEBALL ACTION 
Create a dynamic drawing around the 

popular sport of baseball. Facial 
expressions and body gestures personify  

baseball objects into fully realized 
cartoon characters. Action lines are great 

technique to show a sense of motion. 

SCARECROW FENCE 
This charming character provides a 
great opportunity to explore warm 
colors and cool colors. Our color 

palette is vibrant with deep contrast. 
The colorful patterns compliment his 

warm personality. 

DOG-DEER? 
Draw a winter-themed dog with 

antlers. The fun personality of our 
cartoon dog is shown thru its warm 

smile and cheery colors. Antlers atop 
our dog’s head are decorated with 

colorful ornaments. 

ANIMAL SNAPSHOTS 
Posing for photographs can be 

incredibly fun with animals. Various 
photographs of cartoon animals. This 

lesson allows us to explore facial 
expressions and figure poses. Vibrant 

colors reinforce the cartoon theme. 


